Bobby1984 just submitted the survey Feedback on pomegranate from India with the responses below.

**About you**

**Name**

Bobby Kundlas

**Role**

Manager

**Organisation name (if applicable)**

Kharar Pty Ltd

**What type of submission are you making:**

I would like to make a response to key topics in the draft report.

**Comment on the technical aspects of the report.**

I live in Gold Coast. Me and my family like fresh pomegranate which is available only seasonal at reasonable prices but off season very expensive. In India grown all around year they exported to about 15 countries including UK. If we start importing from them it will be available all around year at reasonable price. Thanks

**Comment on the proposed risk management measures.**

No Answer

**Other comments including additional information or relevant issues to be raised.**

No Answer

**Privacy and confidentiality**

**Is all of your submission confidential?**

Yes (clearly mark the submission 'In confidence')

**Is any part of your submission confidential?**

Yes (clearly mark the relevant section(s) 'In confidence')

**Publication of submissions on the department website**

Unless you request otherwise, the department will publish your name, organisation and the title of your submission on its website. Your contact information will not be made available.
Do you agree to your submission being made publicly available?
Yes

Do you agree to the department contacting you about your submission if required?
No

Privacy notice

‘Personal information’ means information or an opinion about an identified individual, or an individual who is reasonably identifiable. The collection of personal information by the Department of Agriculture in relation to this submission is for the purposes of gathering information on the risk analysis and related purposes. If you do not provide this information, the department will be unable to contact you to discuss or respond to your submission. Under the Freedom of Information Act 1982, submissions marked confidential may be made available. Such requests will be determined in accordance with provisions under that Act. Personal information may be published on the department’s website, disclosed to other Australian agencies, persons or organisations where necessary for these purposes, provided the disclosure is consistent with relevant laws, in particular the Privacy Act 1988. Your personal information will be used and stored in accordance with the Privacy Principles. See the department’s Privacy Policy (www.agriculture.gov.au/about/privacy) to learn more about accessing or correcting personal information or making a complaint. Alternatively, telephone the department on +61 2 6272 3933.

Declaration

To be completed by the person making the submission. I understand that: • the Australian Government reserves the right to refuse to publish submissions, or parts of submissions, that contain offensive language, potentially defamatory material or copyright infringing material • a request may be made under the Freedom of Information Act 1982 for a submission marked confidential to be made available. Such requests will be determined in accordance with provisions under that Act • if I provide personal information about an individual other than myself, I must make that person aware of the privacy notice in section I of this form and draw their attention to the department’s privacy policy • In lodging this submission, I grant the Commonwealth a permanent, irrevocable, royalty-free worldwide, non-exclusive licence to use, copy, reproduce, adapt, communicate and exploit all or any of the material contained in it • In lodging this submission, I warrant that to the best of my knowledge, I have not infringed any third party intellectual property rights (IPR).

Confirm that you have read and understand the privacy notice in this form.
Yes

Confirm that you have read and understand this declaration.
Yes